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LOUIS-PHILIPPE FRENCH 19TH CENTURY BOOKMATCHED WALNUT CHEST
WITH FOUR DRAWERS

$4,350
A French Louis-Philippe walnut four-drawer commode from the 19th century with bookmatched façade and bracket feet. Step

into the realm of classic French elegance with this French Louis-Philippe walnut four-drawer commode from the 19th century, a
piece that epitomizes the sophisticated harmony of form and function. This commode, with its exquisite bookmatched façade
and stately bracket feet, is a testament to the refined aesthetics and meticulous craftsmanship of the Louis-Philippe era. The

commode's structure is graced with a harmonious drawer arrangement, featuring a smaller frieze drawer at the top with
beautifully curving lines, providing a subtle yet elegant contrast to the overall design. Below, three larger drawers adorned with

bookmatched décor exhibit the natural beauty and intricate patterns of walnut wood. This symmetrical arrangement of wood
grain across the drawers creates a visual feast, highlighting the skilled artistry and attention to detail of the craftsman. Resting

on bracket feet in the front and straight feet in the back, the commode exudes stability and grace. In a contemporary home, this
Louis-Philippe commode serves as a sophisticated and functional addition to a bedroom, living room, or study. Its ample storage

within the drawers makes it ideal for organizing clothing, linens, or personal items, while the top surface provides a perfect
platform for displaying decorative objects, photographs, or a lamp. The commode's timeless design and exquisite detailing make

it a cherished addition to any interior, adding a touch of 19th-century French elegance and the enduring beauty of walnut
craftsmanship to your space.

Height: 38 in (96.52 cm)

Width: 50 in (127 cm)

Depth: 21.5 in (54.61 cm)

SKU: A 4968
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